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This month’s speaker is none other than K. P. Rice, who has built and flown two
viable, roadable flying machines. Unlike so many of the crackpots, P. T. Barnum
promoters, and investment scams that have plagued the “flying car” idea for decades, Mr. Rice is a credible, trained
engineer and accomplished pilot who
has actually built and flown what he
has designed… and has not asked
you for your money based on staged
photos of a wooden model! This guy
has earned some amount of respect;
insofar as developing and testing a
flying car he apparently is doing it the
right way.
On the following pages, you will see an excerpt and photos taken from his
website www.volanteaircraft.com describing some of the features of his flying car
prototype. The most important piece of the puzzle by far and away is found at
http://www.volanteaircraft.com/images/flying-car.mpg where you can see the film
clip of the actual full-sized flying prototype in flight at El Mirage dry lake.
Chapter 40 president Charlie Ducat has been following (some say stalking)
K. P. Rice’s flying car development for seven years, trying to arrange for Mr. Rice
to be a speaker at our chapter meeting. Why? Because this fellow is no ordinary
flying car dealer. K. P. Rice has had a distinguished career as a Marine pilot and an
aircraft designer. He was one of the key conceptual designers of what became the
OV-10 Bronco, the first purpose-built close air support combat aircraft. He also
designed the universal multiple bomb carriage rack, and the radiation shield that
would protect a nuclear bomber crew from their own blast.
Show up at this Saturday’s meeting for what will surely be a fantastic and
educational presentation!
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Young Eagles Report
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The May 26th Young Eagles event was another great success, with 28 kids being
flown in good weather. Please join me in
thanking all of the pilots, ground crew, and
volunteers.
The next Young Eagles event is Saturday, June 23rd. The chapter leadership
would like to ask each and every chapter
member to make it a priority to bring at
least ten new Young eagles kids for 2007, to
insure the continued popularity and success
of our program. If all of us can reach that
goal, it will help greatly.

El Presidente Charlie Ducat will be leading the discussion
about the recent crash of a Piper Seneca which landed on
3 roofs in the city of Upland. This accident was remarkable in many aspects. Any pilot or student considering
renting an aircraft, or taking instruction in a rented aircraft, should attend and participate in this discussion.
If people knew about some of the maintenance issues that have been found at certain flight schools and
their aircraft, they would think twice about renting. This
discussion may very well save your life or the life of
someone you know. Charlie will bring several classified
un-published photos of the accident.

A Very Important Notice From Chapter 40’s President: Please Read
As Chapter 40’s President I have to express regret and apologize for endorsing and forwarding a petition
that was sent to me recently, before I checked all of the facts. I learned a lesson and inadvertently caused
trouble for someone who does not deserve it.
I hastily forwarded an e-mail and signed a petition that had been sent to me by someone at Van
Nuys airport that was positioned as supporting the Van Nuys Airshow and opposing the wrongful eviction
of a long-time airport tenant. After I looked at the related website I learned that a lot of things were not necessarily as they had been represented. The people who were supposedly being “evicted” had gotten plenty
of notice that their lease would not be renewed, and there was apparently no unfair or prejudicial treatment
involved. Worse yet, some very inappropriate accusations had been made (on that website and then
picked up by the Daily News in a feature article) about a Chapter 40 member who is working very hard on
behalf of private aircraft at Van Nuys.
After doing the research I should have done before endorsing this petition, I want to state for the record that I must retract my support for the specific petition I forwarded, and oppose any efforts to discredit
or call into question the integrity of Mr. Elliot Sanders. Elliot is a personal friend, fellow pilot, Chapter 40
member, and has worked tirelessly for years on behalf of small private aviation at Van Nuys Airport. Both
Chapter 40 and myself personally know Elliot to have a track record of working harder than anyone else to
keep Van Nuys open to general aviation.
This was a great lesson for me about checking the “rest of the story” first, before you risk your name
and credibility supporting something that may not be exactly what you think.

Excerpted from www.volanteaircraft.com website
All material copyright 2002-2007 all rights reserved Volante Aircraft

KP Rice: Since my late teens I have spent:
•
•

30 years as a Marine Corps fighter/bomber pilot, retired with rank of colonel
30 years, among other things, building flying cars

Elaborating a bit on the above and supporting the flying car development, my background includes inventing and in
some cases building:

•
•
•

The multiple carriage bomb rack used on every U.S. military aircraft from A4s to B52s, as well as the equivalent
types in foreign (including Russian) air forces
A thermal shield that kept a nuclear weapon delivery pilot
from being blinded and burned by his own weapon
The OV10 Bronco light armed reconnaissance aircraft that
was used by the Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps, as
well as foreign services

I have a Master of Science degree in aeronautical engineering from MIT, and a bachelor's degree in electronics from
Cornell University. Between operational assignments in the Marine Corps, I had numerous research and development
or management assignments as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Two years as senior engineering officer at the aircraft overhaul and repair facility at Cherry Point, North Carolina
Two years at Navy Experimental Squadron 5 at China Lake, California, developing new equipment and tactics
for the fleet
Another three years at China Lake attached to the laboratory, testing the new generation of "smart" weapons and
designing a 20 mm gun pod for the OV10
The previously mentioned five years at Defense Department Research and Engineering as DOD program manager for the tri-service OV10
Designed, built, and am currently test flying my second flying car
Squadron commander and deputy group commander in combat

These pictures show the first Volante in
flight and road configurations.

Paul and Kathy Clement’s Zenair 601
We’re very proud to report that Paul and Kathy Clement’s Zenair 601 project is nearing completion. After
one of the greatest, most emotional, and adventurous ongoing tales in Chapter 40’s history, the Clements’
spirit and perseverance is about to pay off.
Paul and Kathy have overcome numerous obstacles many times during this project, made new parts
more than once, but just knocked the setbacks out of the way time and time again.
With no previous aircraft experience or engineering knowledge, the Clements have shown what
homebuilding is all about. Seeing a retired aerospace engineer or aircraft mechanic build their own airplane
is inspiring enough, but seeing a non-aviation couple do it without any of those skills or advantages gives
us a wonderful renewed faith in the grass roots dream EAA is built on.
On May 26th, Chapter President Charlie Ducat, Treasurer Ferd Kuhn and your newsletter editor
flew out to Rosamond Skypark (where they have rented space in a hangar) to have a look at Paul and
Kathy’s project. The aircraft is basically complete and is nearing the first test flight stage.
After a few further adjustments and little doo-dads are addressed, the aircraft will be ready to fly.
Please join all of Chapter 40 (and the entire EAA worldwide homebuilding community) in congratulating
Paul and Kathy on their progress!

Oshkosh! Airventure 2007 is coming !
The 2007 Airventure event is coming up soon. The annual Oshkosh fly-in will be held from July 23 through
July 29 at Oshkosh Wittman regional airport. Some of the airshow-side high points will be the demonstrations by two of the new F-22 Raptor fighter aircraft, which have already gotten a reputation for an awesome display of maneuverability. Additional flight displays will be made by the U-2 high altitude reconnaissance and nuke-sniffing... excuse me, environmental research… aircraft. On the non-airshow
side, this year marks two important anniversaries
in aviation.
This will be the 60th year anniversary for
the Beech Bonanza, as well as the 60th anniversary of the United States Air Force. Some
things don’t change… 60 years later the Bonanza is still the standard by which all single
engine luxury class private aircraft are compared, and the US Air Force is still the standard
by which all the world’s other air forces cannot
be compared.
Speaking of great things not going out of
style, this year’s Oshkosh party will feature The
Beach Boys in concert.

In Other Airshow News…
The biggest West-coast EAA event, the Arlington, WA fly-in is
scheduled for July 11th through July 15th.
The 6th Annual Fla-Bob Poker Run is scheduled for Auth
gust 18 from 9AM to 1PM. This is a boatload of fun for everyone, where you fly to different airports and pick up a playing card
at each stop. On return to Fla-Bob, the pilot who collected the
winning hand gets a prize.
The cost of all this fun and merriment is only your avgas
plus a $25 entry fee (which has to cover prizes and expenses like
having someone at each stop passing out cards). For those who
don’t have their own airplane to fly the poker run, a DC-3 will be
available for you to ride in for a small additional charge.
Like I said, it’s a boatload… make that a Gooney Bird…
of fun for everyone. As if that’s not enough, there will be a spot
landing contest at Fla-Bob where the winner gets a new Pilatus
Turbine Porter (no, not really).
For more info on the festivities call 951-683-2309 ext.
104.

Chapter Hangar Update
Chapter 40’s hangar continues to succeed at its primary purpose, attracting and enabling homebuilders to
build airplanes. New member Shay Chin (I hope I got the spelling correct) is going great gangbusters on
his beautiful RV-9A. This month, the wing ribs and spars are being assembled on the jig.
Ron Weiss is also making great progress on his Super-Q, with the Subaru engine and redrive
proudly hanging on the firewall. Ron reports excellent results on a very modest budget from a company
called Flyte-Weld on Tujunga Avenue in Burbank or Sun Valley for his engine mount welding. Ron has
also been greatly benefiting from sound advice and the experience of one of Chapter 40’s resident “brain
trust” engineers Murry Rozansky.

Update - Tim Sullivan’s
Zenair 601
Tim Sullivan has been flying off his required 40 hours of test time on his Zodiac.
Unfortunately, Tim has been experiencing
some lubrication-related engine problems,
and is building up another Subaru aero
conversion engine to continue his testing.
We wish Tim good luck and good flying
with his beautiful aircraft!

The Best Party of the Year at Whiteman!
Chapter 40 member Ceci Stratford sent in this flyer for her annual Pot Luck party at Whiteman. This year
Ceci’s gathering will also be celebrating the 88th birthday of Whiteman airport legend “Robbie” Robinson.
Robbie is one of those old guys who’s forgotten more about flying than the rest of us will ever know.

CECI & CHUCK’S ANNUAL
POTLUCK HANGAR PARTY
Sunday, June 24, 2007
12 – 4 pm
WHITEMAN AIRPORT HANGAR G2

We’ll also celebrate Robbie Robinson’s 88th Birthday!

(Sh-h-h, It's a surprise!)

Fly in or Drive in!
Bring something to share!

RSVP: Ceci or Chuck (805) 527-3696 & leave a message or email cecipilot@sbcglobal.net
Driving: From Golden State Fwy. Take Osborne offramp (Pacoima). Go northeast (towards the mountains)
& across the RR tracks. Turn left into first driveway after San Fernando Rd. Drive to main parking lot &
park. Walk thru gate to ramp & you’ll see the party!
Flying: WHP in Pacoima. Left traffic for Rwy. 12.
ATIS 132.1 TWR 135.00 GND 125.00
Tell them you’re going to Ceci’s party!
Park in transient or big ramp northeast of transient. Walk east to Hangar G2.
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